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Resilient Communities Project
COR to Lake Itasca

Plan View

Glacial Geology
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Because this node is closest to Lake Itasca, we sought to connect trail users to
the area’s geological history and communicate elements that were both
surficial and underlying the site. We wanted to call out the remnants of glacial
retreat (outwash) through nature play and seven distinct layers of bedrock.
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Management Strategy

The strategy for this site is to allow for sedge
prairie growth and occasionally implement
the use of controlled fire in releasing nutrients
into the soil and spurring succession.

Our conceptual approach to the COR to Lake Itasca trail was to view it as an expression of the
different histories that shaped the area. By adopting a model that includes these key historical
perspectives, we hope that Ramsey’s public can foster a more resonant connection with place that
respects what is currently at the site, and what was. These specific references are explored on a
linear timescale progressing from glacial geology, to natural history, to Native Dakota history, and
European settlement and land use practices. Together these articulated spaces establish a holistic
sense of place involving the seen and unseen.

Natural History
This is the next node reached when moving east on the greenway, so we
decided in this node to represent how the glacial remains produced an oak
savannah prairie as they receeded north. We also wanted to tie in landforms
that remain after glacials remain hence the drumlins located in this site. As you
move further into the node heading east you will see a succession of trees
representing the natural succesion that occured in these prairies due to fire.

Management Strategy

Problem Statement

Plan View

Prescribed burning every spring keeps down
encroaching trees, returns nutrients to the soil,
and eliminates non-native plants.
Perspective

Objectives

Path Delineation

Path Delineation

The greenway connects to an existing
pathway running north and south directly
adjacent to the lake. It then diverts southeast
and flanks a slope where the geological
layers become present. The path then widens
as stones pop up on either side of the trail. It
reconnects at the 3-way intersection.

The greenway path crosses Alpine Drive in the
northwest of this node and runs diagonally
to the southeast, weaving between drumlins.
The paved path stays to the west of the node,
having another paved path branch off to the
largest drumlin that leads to lookout space on
top of it. There are gravel walking trails that
weave throughout the node as well.

Our objective is to create an experience of the successional and progressional fashion through time
as visitors traverses the extent of the path. We wish to achieve certain moments along the trail which
reflect natural landscapes as they would have presented themselves throughout history within the
COR to Lake Itasca segment of the greenway system. We would like to do this particularly as a means
of cultivating a sense of place for visitors, to convey historical context as a tool to emphasize the
depth of character, and a rural identity, of the City of Ramsey. We believe that the trail along this
segment of the greenway is a symbol of the life and character of the City itself throughout its
historical development and in order to rekindle/foster a connection to it as the next stage in its
development through time we would suggest implementing this timeline approach.

Perspective

Summary of Previous Work
Photo documentation, Indexing/ Inventory (documentation of landform and structures, boundaries and
adjacencies, sensory/experiential qualities, human behaviors that occur/are to occur, natural and vegetative
aspects, patterns, movements, and textures).

Urban Bio Swale Project

Indianapolis, Indiana
- Structural and programmatic reasons
- Use of rain gardens
- Engaging cultural significance
- Allows people to gather in destination spots

Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway
Boston, Massachussetts

- Successful layout of spaces
- Fully organic greenwa
- Each park is unique and offers unique experiences
- YMCA in original designs represents Nature
Center or Community Center for Ramsey

Program Analysis
In looking at Ramsey’s population, we took into consideration the different wants
and needs of various age groups. We sought to provide activities and educational
opportunities that appealed to each as well how that may change in 15-20 years. The
diagrams created explore the potential of serving human and non-human needs in
the articulation of each node, creating an overall draw to this section of the corridor.
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Native American History
We chose to express the Native American history associated with the landscape of the COR to Lake Itasca segment of the Greenway because we attributed their presence to having a changing force on the environment which
has shaped the landscape into what can be seen today. As a result we wish to
preserve the native vegetation to hark back to the natural landscape which the
Dakota inhabited.

Greenway Trail Map

Path Delineation
From the North-West corner to the South-East
corner the path diverges with a boardwalk
following the North side of a natural
outcropping of Aspen and the walking/biking
path following the South side of the same
Aspen Grove.

Being closest to the COR, this area is perfect for showing some of the european influnce in the americas. The main focus being on more modernized agricultural practices. The elements that showcase European influence will also
draw users into the site (things like a farmers market or christmas tree sales).

Management Strategy

Management Strategy
The strategy we wish to implement would be
to allow the growth of vegetation within the
designated natural areas and to manage the
growth, structure and function of the plants/
plantings in the garden areas.

European Settlement

The European Node is made to showcase
more modern land use, meaning that it will be
a highly managed area. Turf will be mowed,
and gardens will be weeded, ect.
Perspective

Path Delineation
Being a major entry point, paths will come off
both Armstrong Blvd and Bunker Lake Blvd,
they will converge and continue northwest.

Perspective

